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Dairy and diaspora: postponed reform on the guangming overseas
Chinese farm of Shenzhen
ZHOU Taomo

History Programme, Nanyang Technological University, Singapore

ABSTRACT
In 1973, four cows and one bull were shipped to Guangming Farm, an
agricultural production base for China to supply fresh produce to British
Hong Kong. The cattle’s human caretakers included Malayan, Indonesian,
and Vietnamese Chinese expelled from Southeast Asia due to local
ethnonationalist policies. In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Guangming was
a state-directed productive space with prominent features of the planned
economy, ironically installed when the rest of Shenzhen and China was
embarking on market reform. The reform of Guangming Farm lagged the
marketization in Shenzhen and did not begin in earnest until the early
2000s. This essay explains how the delay in reform ultimately served the
state’s interests. The People’s Republic of China mobilized Southeast Asian
refugee labor to grow international trade and expand state capital. In this
process, the diasporic Chinese became, simultaneously, the agents and
targets of Deng Xiaoping’s reform.
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In 1973, four cows and one bull were shipped from New Zealand to a farm north of China’s border
with Hong Kong (PCDC 2019, 202). The cattle were not the only migrants at their new home,
Guangming Farm (guangming means “bright” in Chinese), an agricultural production base from
which socialist China supplied fresh produce to British Hong Kong. The cows’ and bull’s human
neighbors and caretakers included earlier immigrants—Malayan and Indonesian Chinese expelled
from Southeast Asia due to local anti-communist politics and ethnonationalist economic policies.
In 1978–1979, the bovine and human settlers were joined by more than 4,300 ethnic Chinese refu-
gees from Vietnam, who were displaced due to geopolitical conflicts between the two countries
(OCACSZ 2012, 244). The new arrivals doubled the existing population on the farm and elevated
its status to an “overseas Chinese farm,” a title which resulted in favorable policies from the central
and provincial governments and financial aid from the United Nations High Commissioner for
Refugees (UNHCR) (PCDC 2019, 38).

In the late 1970s and early 1980s, Guangming was a state-directed productive space with promi-
nent features of the planned economy, ironically installed as the rest of Shenzhen and China was
embarking on market reform. In China, the overseas Chinese farms were enclaves carved out of
local territories, their creation and expansion influenced by Cold War geopolitics and China’s
relations with Southeast Asia (Han 2013, 34). Shenzhen, China’s first and most successful special
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economic zone, was also an enclave where market-oriented policies were tested before being intro-
duced into the core of the socialist economy. The Chinese Vietnamese refugees migrated from one
frontier between two warring socialist countries to another frontier between the People’s Republic
of China (PRC) and capitalist Hong Kong. In Shenzhen, the forefront of China’s reform, these
migrants lived in a special zone within a special zone, where the state, rather than the market,
served as the main provider of their livelihood.

This essay, with its focus on everyday economic life on Guangming Farm, discusses how diaspo-
ric Chinese from Southeast Asia became, simultaneously, the agents and targets of Deng Xiaoping’s
reform. The reform of Guangming Farm lagged far behind the marketization in Shenzhen and did
not begin in earnest until the early 2000s. This essay shows that the delay in reform ultimately
served the state’s interests. The PRC mobilized Southeast Asian refugee labor to grow international
trade and expand state capital. The institutionalization of repatriated diasporic Chinese within the
state system guaranteed a steady supply of disciplined labor and, thus, helped boost the market
competitiveness of the state-owned enterprises (SOEs) that evolved from the overseas Chinese
farm. The capital accumulated through the early reform period laid the foundation for the indus-
trial upgrading of the SOEs in the mid-2000s. As urbanization progressed, agriculture sectors
moved inland, and Guangming reoriented itself toward technological sectors, the community of
the “returned” overseas Chinese—despite their relative economic stability—became gradually
marginalized on the drastically transformed farm.

Reassessing China’s reform from a diasporic perspective

In this essay, I call the Malayan, Indonesian and Vietnamese Chinese on Guangming Farm “the
returnees” (guiqiao in Chinese), treating them as migrants who “returned” to their ancestral home-
land even if they themselves had not lived in mainland China previously. They did not fit into the
common understanding of either overseas Chinese or domestic migrants in early reform-era China.
As Glen Peterson observed, “Chinese outside mainland China, in particular those in Hong Kong,
Taiwan and Southeast Asia, have played an important role” in China’s reform and opening (2011,
169–170). Impressed by the economic success of the Chinese living overseas during his trips to Sin-
gapore, Kuala Lumpur, and Bangkok in the late 1970s, Deng drew two conclusions: first, China
needed to replicate the export-oriented economic growth he observed in Southeast Asia by creating
“special economic zones” on China’s south coast; second, China needed to invite the Chinese from
overseas to “work the same economic miracle in China” through investment (Peterson 2011, 169–
170). In this context, the diaspora members most desired by the Chinese state andmost discussed in
existing scholarship were those who could provide “the capital and expertise to fuel China’s econ-
omic takeoff” (Ong 1997, 174).

The transnational Chinese capitalists also played “nodal and pivotal roles” in developing Asia’s
export-oriented economies and in the proliferation of precarious workers (Nonini and Ong 1997,
11). In the 1970s, the Reagan–Thatcher revolution of deregulation and privatization drove Western
corporations to the developing world in search of lower labor costs and less onerous tax burdens
(Chen 1995; Neveling 2015). Against this backdrop of globalization of production, many late-devel-
oping countries, most prominently the Asian Tigers, adopted export-oriented strategies to achieve
rapid industrialization. From Kaohsiung, Taiwan to Mae Sot on the Thai–Burmese border, and
from Singapore to Shenzhen, export processing zones with relaxed taxation and labor regulation
laws emerged. Local governments deployed the strategy of “graduated sovereignty,” in which var-
iegated labor policies were implemented for different segments of the population to increase
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profitability in the international market (Campbell 2018; Ong 2000). These “zoning technologies”
resulted in “an insecure, floating workforce” with low wages, a high turnover rate, and “limited
benefits and statutory entitlements” (Vosko 2010, 2). As south China emerged as the world’s man-
ufacturing hub, the PRC used the hukou (household registration) system, which created a rigid
socio-legal boundary between urban and rural residents, to regulate the massive young rural
labor force released from agricultural de-collectivization (Solinger 1999; Zhang 2018, 862–863).
Ordinarily, the term “migrant” in the Shenzhen context evokes an image of migrant workers
with rural residence status who drove China’s unprecedented economic growth but were denied
resources for social reproduction in the city.

Unlike both groups of stereotypical diaspora members and migrants, the Guangming returnees
occupy a unique place in China’s system of uneven citizenship. In the early reform era, they were
underprivileged individualswithout financial capital but a privileged migrant labor forcewith stable
employment and social welfare. This curious case of diasporic Chinese as state-employed workers
rather than offshore investors reveals the varied roles played by the Southeast Asian diaspora in
China’s reform and opening, the complex meaning of citizenship in post-socialist states, and the
connection between international and internal migrations. Although many returnees had been nat-
uralized abroad or acquired citizenship in a foreign country at birth, they were granted PRC citizen-
ship on both national political and local social levels, making them entitled to rights of political
participation as well as state-sponsored welfare benefits and public services (Smart and Smart
2001). The inclusion the returnees enjoyed stood in contrast to the exclusion the rural-to-urban
migrants faced, as the latter became “virtual foreigners within the cities of their own country”
because of their lack of or restricted access to healthcare, education, housing, and other social rights
in the city (Solinger 1999, 4).

Throughout China’s transition from a planned to a market economy, the Guangming returnees
were a social group situated in between “native” and foreign, urban and rural, the peasant class and
the working class. Their experiences have broader implications for the evolving regimes governing
international and internal mobility in transitional societies. If the Mao-era urban–rural dichotomy
made urban industrial workers the “first-class citizens” and the peasants the “second-class citizens,”
the returnees fell somewhere between the two classes (Han 2013, 39). In the twilight of state social-
ism, the returnees on the farm received various social benefits and protections which were usually
tied to work units in the city during the Mao era. Yet as the market reform deepened, welfare pro-
vision to the returnees receded. Internationally, “the Chinese state’s subsequent diaspora strategies
prioritized scientific and managerial skills and economic contributions to advance national devel-
opment” (Ho 2018, 14–15). Internally, China’s mobility regime shifted from one that strictly con-
trolled rural-to-urban movement to a neoliberal style of governance that privileged the movement
of economic elites while displacing or immobilizing those deemed detrimental to the cities’ devel-
opment into globally competitive economic spaces (Zhang 2018). Forty years after their resettle-
ment, the Guangming returnees—the majority of whom received no university education—have
slipped to the periphery of Shenzhen’s metropolitan development.

Interwoven with the returnees’ movements across international borders and in the social hier-
archy within China was the transformation of agriculture in Shenzhen. After the returnees’ reset-
tlement in the Shenzhen–Hong Kong borderland, food production and consumption had been the
prime mechanism through which they formulated a relationship with the Chinese state, forged
amalgamated identities, and simultaneously constructed and crossed economic, social and cultural
boundaries. An invisible border divided the culinary scene on the Guangming farm into indust-
rially produced, “culturally odorless” food to supply the market and homecooked, “ethnic”
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Vietnamese food for the returnees’ own consumption (Thomas 2004, 63). On one hand, the retur-
nees earned welfare entitlements through their labor in producing homogenized food such as milk
and other dairy products. On the other hand, they facilitated cultural exchanges with local
Cantonese and Hakka villagers and sustained the emotional ties to Vietnam among themselves
and the younger generation through cooking and eating Southeast Asian food. On the micro
level, food served as a marker of cultural identities, a social cement, and a medium of memory
among the repatriated diaspora (Anderson 1988, 244–246; Chan 2012; Thomas 2004); on the
macro level, the returnees’ experiences through reform were shaped by structural changes in Chi-
na’s dairy industry and Shenzhen’s urban economy.

From military farm to refugee settlement: 1958 to the late 1970s

Guangming Farm had its origins in military farms during the Mao era. As part of state-directed
migrant settlement patterns in postcolonial countries during the Cold War, military farms served
the purposes of population control, frontier strengthening, and social engineering strategy (Amrith
2011, 133 and 140). In the words of James C. Scott, military farms could be considered “state
spaces” —where populations were open to order, planning, surveillance, and control—created
according to the ideology of “high modernism” (Scott 1998, 4 and 191).

In 1958, the Agricultural and Reclamation Department of Guangdong Province established
Guangming Farm on 156.1 square kilometers of virgin land located in the northwestern region
of Bao’an County, the geographical predecessor of today’s Shenzhen. Under Mao, Bao’an was on
the margin of the socialist political economy; Guangming Farm was located on a margin of the
margin, known as the “Siberia” of Bao’an (PCDC 2019, 32). Nevertheless, the provincial authorities
saw the potential for Guangming to fortify China’s border with British Hong Kong, earn foreign
currencies through export, and consolidate the sovereignty and improve the international image
of the new Chinese Communist Party (CCP) government. Despite its revolutionary discourse,
Beijing tolerated the continuation of British colonial rule in Hong Kong. Beijing and London
reached an implicit mutual understanding to maintain the status quo in Hong Kong, so as to
benefit the financial and geopolitical stability of the Asia-Pacific region (Carroll 2007, 135–136;
Mark 2007, 1154). In this context, Beijing intended to win the hearts and minds of its “Hong
Kong compatriots” by constructing an agricultural production base along the Kowloon–Canton
railroad to supply Hong Kong with fruits, vegetables, cow’s milk, and meat.

Guangming’s political and economic significance as a source of food supply to Hong Kong led to
a period of military control of farm life. Between 1961 and 1964, the Guangzhou Military Region
(now the Southern Theater Command of the People’s Liberation Army, PLA) took over the man-
agement of Guangming; PLA officers became the leaders of local production teams. In 1964, Shahe
Farm, a food production base for the Guangzhou Military Region located on the west coast of
Shenzhen, merged with Guangming to become a single administrative unit. Organizationally,
Shahe became a subsidiary of the Guangming Farm. In 1965, the management of the Guangming
Farm was returned to the civilian government of Bao’an County (PCDC 2019, 33 and 37). Accord-
ing to official history, this period of military control led to the continuous presence of a disciplined
militia, which maintained social order and prevented vandalism on the farm during the Cultural
Revolution (PCDC 2019, 68–69).

Since the mid-twentieth century, Guangming had been a melting pot with migrants from near
and far. The domestic migrants who first arrived at Guangming in the late 1950s included more
than 1000 “southbound” CCP cadres (nanxia ganbu) and young people recruited from other
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parts of Guangdong. These pioneers used the slash-and-burn method to claim land for agricultural
production. During the Cultural Revolution, these early settlers were joined by “sent-down youth”
(zhishi qingnian)—mostly teenagers with parents working in the railroad and postal systems in
Guangdong (PCDC 2019, 35–38). Beyond the territorial boundaries of China, between 1949 and
1977, Guangming accepted 163 returnees from Malaya and Indonesia (OCACSZ 2012, 244).
Most deportees from Malaya were members or sympathizers of the Malayan Communist Party
(MCP). The former chairperson of the Returned Overseas Chinese Association (guiguo huaqiao
lianhe hui) of Guangming, Luo Huanrong, was born in 1938 in Kuala Lumpur. In his own
words, “As a little devil of the MCP (Magong xiaogui), [I] was captured by the British devils
due to naughty sabotages and sent back to China in 1949” (PCDC 2019, 56).

From 1978 to 1979, the arrival of 4349 ethnic Chinese from Vietnam marked a turning point in
the history of Guangming (OCACSZ 2012, 244). The previous “brother plus comrade” partnership
between Hanoi and Beijing had deteriorated, and bilateral conflicts escalated into a border war in
1979, causing between 430,000 and 700,000 ethnic Chinese to leave Vietnam under duress.
Approximately 160,000 were resettled on 86 overseas Chinese farms in the Chinese provinces,
including Guangdong, Guangxi, Fujian, Yunnan, and Jiangxi (Chang 1982, 230; Han 2014, 198;
Kong 2008; Quinn-Judge 2006, 237). The newly arrived Chinese coming from Vietnam changed
the demographics and status of Guangming. As the returnees became the overwhelming majority
of the farm residents, in 1979 Guangming Farm was renamed “Guangdong State-Owned Guangm-
ing Overseas Chinese Livestock Farm” (Guangdong sheng Guangming Huaqiao xumu chang) and
was placed under the direct administration of the Overseas Chinese Affairs Office (OCAC) of
the State Council in Beijing and its subordinate office in Guangdong Province (PCDC 2019, 146).

Compared with the earlier batches of migrants from Malaya and Indonesia, the returnees from
Vietnam received more economically favorable treatment from the PRC government due to their
internationally recognized refugee status. Other Southeast Asian Chinese embroiled in decoloniza-
tion conflicts were often viewed by local political elites as proxies of Beijing’s communist expansio-
nist scheme. In the ideologically charged Cold War climate, the PRC government took the sole
responsibility for assimilating this displaced diaspora group, despite the prohibitive costs of repa-
triation and resettlement, to demonstrate its “co-ethnic fraternity” with the global Chinese diaspo-
ric communities and to shore up its international prestige (Ho 2018, 18). However, by the time of
the Indochinese refugee crisis, the Sino–United States rapprochement and the PRC’s recovery of its
seat at the United Nations (UN) had created room for China to collaborate with the UNHCR,
which opened its first office in Beijing in 1980. Two years later, China signed the UN Refugee Con-
vention and Protocol, which allowed China to receive international financial assistance for the
Indochinese refugees (Song 2018, 144–145).1 For instance, the UNHCR funded housing construc-
tion and the Vocational Training Center at Guangming (PCDC 2019, 184–185).

Keenly aware of their rights as refugees, the returnees from Vietnam, particularly city dwellers
and those from southern Vietnam, proactively engaged in active negotiation with or passive resist-
ance against the PRC. They understood that they had more leverage than returnees from Malaya
and Indonesia because “they could expect assistance from not only China, but also other countries;
they could resettle not only in China, but also in countries more advanced than China” (Han 2014,
208–209). Careful to avoid rebellious elements, cadres of Guangming’s OCAC made efforts to
recruit mostly peasants from northern Vietnam who were familiar with agricultural work
(PCDC 2019, 151). According to statistics compiled by local authorities in 1979, most of the refu-
gees at Guangming were farmers and fishers from the north, and a minority were factory and office
workers and merchants from southern Vietnam (OCACSZ 2012, 244). Approximately 4,100
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returnees used Chinese dialects as their primary language, whereas 144 returnees were highly
assimilated Hoa people who spoke only Vietnamese. Another 46 were ethnic Vietnamese who
came with their spouses (RROGM 1979b).

In 1978–1979, the difficult housing conditions and demanding labor discipline on the farm
caused much discontent among the returnees from Vietnam, driving 104 new settlers to attempt
illegal migration to Hong Kong; 13 of them succeeded (RROGM 1979b). On their way from the
Sino–Vietnamese border to Guangming, foot-dragging was a common resistance strategy. Some
refused to leave the provincial capital, Guangzhou, because they did not want to “live among the
cows” in remote Guangming; others refused to disembark from the vehicle upon their arrival at
Guangming (PCDC 2019, 152; RROGM 1978a). In 1978, 54 returnees secretly purchased a boat
at the cost of 2500 RMB in the hope of sailing to Hong Kong, but their plan was revealed to the
farm’s management (RROGM 1978b). Housing shortages caused by the sudden population
increase on the farm were a major source of dissatisfaction among the Vietnamese returnees,
many of whom lived in cramped, derelict apartments with large extended families. Despite the
funding from the Chinese government and the UNHCR, construction materials were in short
supply due to the high demand for infrastructure building in Shenzhen (RROGM 1979a).

Moreover, some returnees from the Vietnamese cities resented the “quota system” on the farm,
according to which they were required to meet agricultural production targets to earn a base salary
and could then earn bonuses for additional outputs. Some tried to evade manual labor altogether
and told the Guangming cadres that “Chairman Hua (Guofeng) and the UN promised to support
us for half a year” and “we can enjoy life for one year without working” (RROGM 1978b). The push
of hard work and harsh living conditions on the farm was compounded by the pull of economic
prosperity, political freedom, and consumerism in Hong Kong, as information about the British
colony was transmitted by radio communications across the border and in letters and remittances
from friends and relatives of the refugees who resettled there (RROGM 1978a).

After the initial disturbances, the population outflow from the farm stopped around 1980.
Because of its proximity to Hong Kong, Bao’an during the socialist era was a major transit stop
for outbound—usually illegal—Chinese migration. “In the late 1970s, Bao’an was at the center of
a large-scale migrant crisis. From 1978 to 1980, the Guangdong provincial government reported
almost 500,000 cases of illegal emigration, one-fifth of which were committed by Bao’an residents”
(Zhou 2021, 353). The stakes for the Vietnamese refugees seeking to flee China were much lower
than for ordinary Bao’an residents because the former group’s internationally recognized refugee
status protected them against the implementation of harsh punitive measures against illegal
migration by the Chinese government. It therefore seems counter-intuitive that the proportion
of illegal migration attempts was much higher among the Bao’an locals (100,000 among 330,000
individuals) than among the returnees (104 among 4,349).

Along with the returnees’ lack of familiarity with the local geography and limited social connec-
tions in Hong Kong, an important reason for the comparatively low rate of illegal emigration
among the refugees was the comparatively high living standards on the farm. The Guangming
farm bordered Cantonese and Hakka settlements with strong clan networks. A small number of
clans, such as the Huangs and Chens from Xinmei and Zhenmei villages, collectively decided to
join the Guangming Farm, whereas the majority chose to maintain their autonomy (PCDC
2019, 84–86). Life on the farm and in neighboring villages involved different sets of obligations
to and benefits from the state. Although peasants had the freedom to collectively administer
their own land, they were not eligible to receive stable salaries, subsidized housing, free medical
care, or pensions, all of which the farm employees enjoyed. These privileges were available
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exclusively to urban dwellers employed by industrial units during the Mao era. The peasants there-
fore often referred to the Guangming returnees as “the working class who grow crops” (zhong
zhuangjia de gongren jieji) (interviews conducted by the author via Wechat, 22 and 23 September
2021).

Milking the border: the 1980s to the 2000s

For the refugees from Vietnam who stayed on at Guangming, their lives became intertwined with
those of earlier migrants in their joint efforts to develop export-oriented agriculture, most impor-
tantly a modern dairy industry. In the context of China–Hong Kong trade, milk production was
concentrated in Guangming while consumption occurred in Hong Kong. As Veronica Mak dis-
cussed in her anthropological study of the milk culture in Asia, in socialist China, milk had
been a scarce commodity reserved for newborns, the super-privileged, or those who were chroni-
cally sick (Mak 2021, 82–83; see also Hu 2020, 88). Until the 1990s, although Guangming was the
primary source of high-protein products such as milk and meat, its people did not have easy access
to these high-value food items, which were reserved for export. Thus, the geopolitical border sig-
nified a social boundary and reflected the wide socioeconomic gap between Hong Kong and main-
land China at the time. As Glen Peterson observed, the Chinese socialist states’ exploitation of
refugee labor was a common phenomenon across overseas Chinese farms. The valuable goods
they produced—such as rubber, jute, and milk—made a significant contribution to China’s national
economy by generating foreign currency through state-organized export (Peterson 2011, 116–117).

In 1973, General Wang Zhen, the Minister of Agriculture and Reclamation, gave Guangming the
gift of four milk cows and one bull imported from New Zealand. In 1975, Guangming began sup-
plying Hong Kong with fresh milk, and soon it became the largest supplier of the Hong Kong mar-
ket (PCDC 2019, 202). The imported cows were expensive assets on the farm and received VIP
treatment from their caretakers, who worked hard to help them adjust to the hot and humid sub-
tropical climate. Many Vietnamese refugees were tasked with cultivating carrots and cabbages as
cow feed; others were organized into three shifts to provide around-the-clock care to the cows,
whose spirits, appetite, breath, urine, and stool conditions were closely monitored. Sickness or
calf birth would usually require several sleepless nights from their human caretakers, many of
whom forged emotional bonds with their four-legged fellow employees of the state-owned farm
and compared them to their “pets” or “children” (PCDC 2019, 76–78). In a sense, the inter-species
relationship between the humans and cows—both migrants—became a way to fill the void created
by the refugees’ experiences of displacement.2

Besides providing the refugees with companionship and psychological comforts, the cows on
Guangming Farm were the core of an economic system that generated a “double dividend”
(shuangchong hongli) from both the diaspora and the border. On one hand, with the introduction
of the household responsibility system under reform, many local rural collectives in Shenzhen
enthusiastically engaged in export-oriented agricultural production to increase individual incomes.
However, they lacked the strong financial and policy support that the state authorities provided to
Guangming. Conversely, while other overseas Chinese farms were also recipients of similar aid pro-
grams from the government, many farms were in remote locations, and the lack of transportation
infrastructure restricted their developmental potential. Across the overseas Chinese farms in China,
the returnees of Guangming had, and probably still have, a higher quality of life than most others
(Han 2013, 40). Throughout the 1980s and 1990s, the Guangming returnees were entitled to a
“frontier subsidy” (bianfang buzhu), which was not available to the residents of other overseas
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Chinese farms; they also received an additional “returnee subsidy” (guiqiao buzhu), which was not
available to non-diasporic residents of Shenzhen (PCDC 2019, 183 and 189).

In the early 1980s, with China’s first mechanized milk, pork, and poultry production facilities,
Guangming became a recognizable brand in south China and Hong Kong (Du 2020, 113). During
the socialist era, the cows were milked by hand, a process that was inefficient and unsafe. Many
former dairy workers recalled being injured by the cows. The milk produced by hand could also
be easily contaminated, causing it to fail to meet the increasingly rigorous hygiene standards for
export to Hong Kong (PCDC 2019, 76). In 1979, through the “compensation trade” model, the
Vitasoy Company of Hong Kong provided Guangming with over 1,000 milk cows from
New Zealand and a set of advanced milking machinery from Sweden, worth 46 million HKD.
From the 1980s to the early 2000s, on average, Guangming exported 10,000–13,000 tons of fresh
milk per year to Hong Kong, providing 60–70 percent of all the milk consumed there (PCDC
2019, 205–206 and 209).

In the 1990s, driven by economic growth, consumer demand for milk increased in mainland
China. Guangming adopted modern packaging technologies, adapted to the globalization of the
soft-drink culture, and successfully expanded its share in the domestic Chinese market. The devel-
opment of ultra-high-temperature (UHT) processing technology in Sweden in the 1970s offered a
golden opportunity for Hong Kong’s Vitasoy Company to market its products as cosmopolitan
“soft drink.” The “light, unbreakable, and aseptic” paper packages allowed milk to be stored without
refrigeration and carried easily by consumers for picnics and other weekend outings, activities pop-
ular among the rising Hong Kong middle class. In Hong Kong, one of the Asian Tigers, Vitasoy-
branded UHT soft drinks became a symbol of a modern, outdoor, leisure-oriented urban lifestyle
among a generation of residents experiencing an economic boom and developing a distinctive
Hong Kong identity (Mak 2021, 57–58). This soft-drink culture also spread across the China–
Hong Kong border to Shenzhen. In 1990, Guangming paid off the investment from Vitasoy
through compensation trade and became an autonomous business entity, the Shenzhen Chenguang
Soft Drink Company (Shenzhen Chenguang yinliao gongsi). Besides exporting fresh milk to Hong
Kong, Chenguang started to develop new products for the domestic market, including sweetened
milk, iced lemon tea, Chinese herbal tea, and jelly in aseptic paper packages. These affordable, con-
venient, and easily portable soft drinks were popular among school children and young migrant
workers in Shenzhen (PCDC 2019, 110).

In the early years of reform, besides investment in milk and soft-drink production, Guangming
also took advantage of financing from Southeast Asian Chinese diasporic communities to enable
the industrialized production of pigeons and pigs. In 1982, five Indonesian Chinese started a
joint venture named “Dabao Pigeon Farm” with Guangming, which on average delivered one
million pigeons annually to Hong Kong, Macau, and mainland Chinese markets. Dabao was Chi-
na’s first and largest standardized meat pigeon production company and “a demonstration base for
pollution-free products” (wu gonghai chanpin shifan jidi). Roasted pigeon is a delicacy in Cantonese
cuisine, and Guangming pigeons enjoyed a great reputation in the Pearl River Delta for their high
quality (PCDC 2017, 237). In 1997, Guangming paid off the foreign investment and claimed the
entire ownership of the Dabao Pigeon Farm (OCACSZ 2012, 98). Although Guangming pigeons’
market share in Hong Kong was hit hard by the avian influenza (H5N1) outbreak of the same year,
in Shenzhen this product remains one of the famous “three treasures of Guangming” (Guangming
sanbao; the other two are cow colostrum and sweet corn), selling up to 5,000 pieces per day during
the holiday season (PCDC 2017, 238).
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Foreign investment also transformed pig rearing on Guangming into the industrial-scale pro-
duction of “Western,” “modern” food items. In 1980, five Filipino Chinese invested $10 million
USD in the Guangdong Overseas Chinese Livestock Joint Venture Company Ltd. (Guangdong
Huaqiao xumu heying youxian gongsi) on Guangming Farm (OCACSZ 2012, 97). The company
dispatched its managerial staff to Thailand to study the new technologies, and it imported breeding
pigs from Belgium and equipment from the United States. Into the mid-1980s, the farm claimed a
large share of the burgeoning, high-end market of frozen and processed pork, particularly Western
cold cuts, which were exclusively supplied to five-star hotels in Guangzhou and Beijing. The
Guangqiao brand ham (“Guangqiao” translates to “Glory to the Overseas Chinese”) was served
at a national banquet during Margaret Thatcher’s visit to Beijing in 1987 (PCDC 2019, 39).

In the 1980s to 1990s, the flourishing milk and meat processing industries on the farm provided
employment opportunities for some refugees. Despite their relatively low levels of education due to
the disruptions caused by war and displacement, they could easily obtain the requisite skills for
work on the farm on-site or through short training courses at the UNHCR-sponsored Vocational
Training Center. For instance, Xiang Guang, a fourth-generation Vietnamese Chinese who fol-
lowed his parents to Guangming, did not manage to complete elementary school until age 14
and graduated from junior high school at 23. However, he excelled at the Chenguang milk proces-
sing factory and was promoted from an ordinary lane worker to workshop director (PCDC 2019,
169–171). Wu Yuguang, who arrived at Guangming at age 24, obtained an associate degree in
business management at the Vocational Training Center and subsequently earned a B.A. degree
from a university in Hunan. He later became the vice director of a Hong Kong–Guangming
joint-venture vegetable farm (PCDC 2019, 184–185). Refugees such as Xiang and Wu believed
that their lives at Guangming turned out better than those of their friends and relatives who stayed
in Vietnam or those who migrated to Hong Kong and the West (PCDC 2019, 169–171).

Yet opportunities for upward social mobility in the state farm system favored males over females
and those with a high level of literacy in Mandarin Chinese over those who lacked it. Yu Xueping, a
woman born in 1948 in the Quảng Ninh Province of Vietnam, was one of the few women with an
urban intellectual background. She had completed a degree at a technical secondary school and
worked at a bookstore in Vietnam. However, Yu encountered tremendous difficulties upon her
arrival at the Guangming farm. Barely speaking any Mandarin and unfamiliar with agricultural
labor, Yu would break into tears due to her sense of powerlessness while toiling in the field. In
the early 1980s, Yu ventured out of the state economy and started her own business, a breakfast
stall. Her operation, known as Yu’s (Yu Ji), soon became a local favorite. After 40 years, it is a
local institution. Yu had to postpone her retirement plans due to the persistent requests from
her loyal customers (Chen 2020; PCDC 2019, 172).

On a farm that boasted a plethora of dairy and meat products, Yu’s appealed to a different niche:
cheap, handmade, rice-based dishes with Vietnamese features yet sharing similarities with Canto-
nese cuisine. Their bestseller was banh cuon, the “steamed rice-flour roll,” which resembled the
Cantonese cheung fan, or chang fen in Mandarin. Cheung fan is bigger in size and has a larger
meat filling, whereas banh cuon is smaller and filled with minced meat, carrots, onions, and mush-
rooms (Chan 2012, 161). Yu’s also had a special dipping sauce—a mix of vinegar, fish sauce, and
chopped garlic—that gave the banh cuon a distinctive Southeast Asian flavor (PDCD 2017, 214).
Foods such as banh cuon served as a medium of communication that asserted the returnees’ South-
east Asian identities while strengthening their connections to their descendants and their neighbors
in local Cantonese villages, to whom the taste of Southeast Asia was simultaneously familiar and
exotic. On the mechanized production lines for milk, pigeon meat, and pork, the returnees achieved
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a new socioeconomic status as PRC state employees, but it was at mom-and-pop coffeeshops
infused with a Southeast Asian scent that they found their cultural belongings.

The disappearing farm: 2002 to the present

The food at Yu’s served as a source of nostalgia and comfort for the returnees experiencing socio-
economic changes on the shifting territory of Guangming, Shenzhen, and, more generally, post-
socialist China. In 1986, as state farm employees, the refugees on Guangming earned an average
annual salary of 3,700 RMB, which exceeded that of the nearby villagers (GOGND 2010, 2). How-
ever, in 2000, more than 4,500 Guangming residents received a subsistence allowance for low-
income groups (dibao) from the Shenzhen government (GNDPC 2012, 195). Whereas the peasants
from nearby villages envied the returnees at Guangming in the 1980s, the villagers were much bet-
ter off in the 2000s by comparison.

The reversal in income levels between Guangming and its neighboring villages resulted from
changes in the economic structure of Shenzhen, heightened competition in China’s dairy industry,
and the Chinese government’s policy of localizing overseas Chinese farms. In the twenty-first cen-
tury, Shenzhen’s economy has been upgraded from an early reform-era concentration on low-cost,
labor-intensive production to encompass capital-intensive fields such as information technology,
biotechnology, and renewable energies. As urbanization progressed and the value of land in Shenz-
hen increased, it became no longer cost-effective for Guangming to continue serving as an agricul-
tural production base. Additionally, with new northern Chinese conglomerates such as Inner
Mongolia–based Mengniu and Yili dominating the domestic Chinese dairy market and driving
milk prices down, Guangming’s profit margin shrank (Mak 2021, 82–83). Meanwhile, top-down
financial support for Guangming also dropped. Starting in the mid-1980s, burdened by many insol-
vent overseas Chinese farms, the central and provincial governments decided to “transfer the
responsibility of managing the overseas Chinese state farms to local prefectures, cities, counties
or even towns” (Han 2013, 40). With state support and protection no longer available, up to the
beginning of the twenty-first century, Guangming still had to bear the high operating cost of its
dual function as both an enterprise and a governing body, providing public services such as infra-
structure construction and maintenance as well as social welfare services such as pensions and
medical care for its employees (GOGND 2010, 6).

In 2002, the half-century-old Guangming Farm ceased to exist. The newly established SOE
Guangming Group Ltd. (Guangmign jituan youxian gongsi) was relieved of its non-economic func-
tions; the local subdistrict-level government office took over the administrative duties of the dis-
solved farm. In 2004, in accordance with the Shenzhen government’s new urban plan, animal
husbandry was relocated from Guangming to the inland city of Huizhou (PCDC 2019, 208).
Three years later, the Shenzhen Municipal Government appointed Guangming as a “new district”
(xinqu), aiming to transform the relatively rural suburb into a future hub for innovative tech com-
panies, particularly those specializing in flat-panel displays and green energies (Vlassenrood 2016,
32). In 2018, Guangming became one of the nine formal administrative divisions (xingzheng qu) of
Shenzhen.

At the reconstituted Guangming Group, the employment opportunities for the returnees
decreased. In 2007, only 40 percent of Guangming Group’s employees were returnees themselves
or their descendants. Besides the fact that many returnees had reached retirement age, the returnee
community also had difficulty meeting the human resource needs of the Guangming Group. Rather
than agricultural labor, the SOE now sought managerial and technical professionals and high-end
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researchers. The driving engine of the Guangming Group’s growth is a pharmaceutical subsidiary,
Shenzhen Weiguang Biological Products Co. Ltd. In the early days of the dairy farm, the female
calves were raised for milk production, whereas the male calves were used for serum extraction
to supply laboratories across China for scientific research. In 1985, the Wuhan Institute of Biologi-
cal Products and Guangming started Weiguang as a joint venture (PCDC 2019, 272–273). In the
2000s, Weiguang became the largest manufacturer of blood products in Guangdong Province
and the largest supplier of hepatitis B and rabies immunoglobulins in China (GP 2008). Today,
Weiguang is listed on the Shenzhen Stock Exchange.

In 2019, the Guangming Group merged with another SOE, the Overseas Chinese Town Enter-
prises (OCT). The OCT had its origins in the Shahe Farm, a subsidiary of the Guangming Farm
located on the west coast of Shenzhen. At the beginning of the reform and opening, the OCAC
established the Shahe Overseas Chinese Industrial Zone on what had previously been farmland,
hoping to attract foreign investment. China’s first Sino–foreign joint-venture enterprise, Guangm-
ing Overseas Chinese Electronics Factory, was built in the Shahe Industrial Zone. The factory
would later become Konka Group Co. Ltd, one of the leading consumer electronics enterprises
in China. Overseas Chinese returnees and their family members were given priority for jobs in
the Shahe Industrial Zone. For instance, Vietnamese refugees with experience at Saigon’s elec-
tronics factories were among the first assembly-line workers at a newly established cassette recorder
factory at Shahe (Du 2020, 113). In 1985, the OCAC authorized the Hong Kong–based China Tra-
vel Service to develop a 4.6-square-kilometer strip of land carved out of the Shahe Industrial Zone.
Luzon-born Filipino Chinese Ye Fei, the only returnee high-ranking general in the PLA and one of
the key reformers, gave it the name of “Overseas Chinese Town.” Ye envisioned that the OCT
would serve as “a window and a base to attract diasporic capital, technology and talents” (Li
2006, 185–186).

From the mid-1980s to the late 1990s, under the leadership of veteran politician Ma Zhimin and
based on design work by Singaporean architect Meng Ta Cheang, the OCT evolved from a light-
industrial enclave into a tourist resort. Born into an intellectual family in Taishan, a populous
coastal county in south China with a long tradition of migration abroad, Ma had rich experiences
in urban planning in Shenzhen during the socialist era and became the general manager of the OCT
Economic Development Company in 1985. He hired Meng, a Tianjin native with extensive archi-
tectural experience in Western Europe and Asia. Ma greatly appreciated Meng’s philosophy of
maintaining the OCT’s historical roots in the diaspora and recreated the OCT as an eco-friendly
southern Chinese qiaoxiang (native place for the overseas Chinese). Ma is also regarded as the
first person to introduce theme parks to China. Inspired by a trip to Madurodam in the Nether-
lands, Ma proposed to build a similar “miniature China” in Shenzhen. The Splendid China ( jinxiu
zhonghua) theme park and its extension, the China Folk Culture Villages (minsu wenhua cun),
which opened in 1989 and 1991, respectively, boosted Shenzhen’s economy, revived tourism,
and helped restore China’s international image, which had been tarnished by the 1989 Tiananmen
Square protests and massacre (Li 2006, 233). The two tourist attractions’ popularity peaked in 1992
when Deng Xiaoping came to visit during his Southern Tour. In 1994, the OCT invested 580
million RMB to construct the Window of the World, offering “an around-the-world tour in one
day” to members of the rising Chinese middle class who aspired to enjoy leisure but could not
yet afford overseas travel (Yang and Xue 2015, 154–157). By the end of the twentieth century,
Konka TV sets, Splendid China, the China Folk Culture Villages, and Window of the World
had become household names in China and well-known across Southeast Asia (OCTG and
China Tourism Press 2001, 4–5).
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In the twenty-first century, the OCT has become a conglomerate with hospitality and real-estate
development as its key business areas (OCTG 2021). However, in the new OCT-Guangming Group
after the merger, the returnees became further marginalized. The OCT holds 51 percent of the
shares of the restructured enterprise, while the Guangming District Government holds 49 percent
(interviews). Like many other SOEs in contemporary China, despite its ownership structure, the
OCT-Guangming Group is a profit-maximizing firm facing intense market competition and has
taken on various attributes of private or foreign-funded firms in labor relations (Hurst 2009,
37). Wages at the OCT-Guangming Group are tied to performance; internal competition among
employees is fierce. Many returnee employees of the pre-merger Guangming Group found them-
selves unable to adapt to this new work culture and instead accepted a buyout. Based on their years
of employment, bought-out workers were given one-time severance payments, part of which they
had to use to purchase their own pension and health insurance (Hurst 2009, 79; interviews).
Although the younger former employees of the Guangming Group, generally second- or third-gen-
eration returnees, have more opportunities for re-employment, those over age 40 face limited job
prospects (interviews).

The returnee community’s standard of living declined compared to that of their peasant neigh-
bors as the SOE scaled back its welfare support and as new land regimes emerged on the farm and
in the villages. The village collectives adjacent to the former Guangming Farm own their land and
possess the right to construct private houses on it, so they can generate significant income from
rent. In contrast, the former state farm employees are prevented from doing so because their
houses—many of which have not been renovated since the late 1970s or early 1980s—belong to
the state (SZNW 2012). In 2010, under pressure from the returnees’ collective actions, the Shenz-
hen Municipal Government approved a compensation scheme. Each returnee household is entitled
to purchase 350 square meters of newly built unified construction apartments (tongjian lou) at a
price much lower than the market rate (GOGND 2010, 1). Although the returnees do benefit
from this arrangement, the bigger winner is the state. The settlement has allowed the government
to repurpose the rich land resources at Guangming to develop a new high-tech industrial zone at a
relatively low cost.

Conclusions

By “returning” to the PRC and becoming state farm employees, the Vietnamese refugees forged
bonds with the Chinese state that both protected and restricted them. Although their arrival
coincided with the beginning of reform, socialism persisted on their settlement, Guangming
Farm, through the first two decades of reform. Most of the residents were foreign-born, yet the
returnee community lived under the protective shell of the Chinese state for a longer period
than most of the local population. Although they were engaged in agricultural work, the state
granted farm employees welfare benefits that were usually available only to urban residents, placing
them in a much more privileged status than Shenzhen’s migrant workers.

The welfare that the Vietnamese refugees enjoyed at Guangming did not come for free; the refu-
gees constructed their membership in the state farm through their labor in high-protein food pro-
duction, most prominently milk, which earned foreign currencies for the state through exporting.
However, as Shenzhen graduated from export-oriented processing and compensation trade into the
technology sectors, it became no longer cost-effective to continue agriculture and animal husban-
dry at Guangming. In addition, burdened by its dual function as an economic enterprise and a
social welfare provider, the state farm struggled to achieve financial equilibrium and was ultimately
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shut down and restructured into an SOE. Through the dissolution of the farm and the SOE reform
that ensued, state-subsidized welfare housing provided the returnees with an economic safety net.
However, this arrangement also prevented them from reaping the benefits of the rapid increase of
land value as their peasant neighbors did. Although most of the Guangming returnees and their
descendants continue to enjoy a higher standard of living than residents of overseas Chinese
farms elsewhere in China, few among them or their descendants have achieved the status of man-
agerial elites or technical professionals.

The story of the Guangming returnees complicates our understanding of the relationship
between the Chinese diaspora and Deng’s reform. Contrary to the common perception of diaspora
members as a source of capital and technology that sped up China’s reform, the Guangming retur-
nees seemed to slow down marketization. However, their labor and cultural capital were crucial for
the farm-transformed SOEs to achieve business success. Today, the OCT-Guangming Group gen-
erates significant profits from diaspora-inspired cultural theme parks as well as from the biotech-
nology that began with experiments using blood drawn from the Guangming Farm’s calves. In the
urbanization process, the restraints placed on the returnees in private housing construction signifi-
cantly reduced the state’s financial and operating costs as it reconstructed Guangming Farm into an
innovation hub. The postponed reform on the overseas Chinese state farm laid the foundation,
accumulated the capital, and reserved the precious land resources for the state-led technological
upgrade in Shenzhen. To use Deng Xiaoping’s analogy between China’s reform to a river crossing,
Guangming’s “returned” diaspora are the ferry operators who helped push the vessel from the
shore.

Notes

1. I thank the anonymous reviewer for pointing this out to me.
2. I thank Aditya Balasubramanian for pointing this out to me.
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